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What does the curriculum say  

about writing at Key Stage 2? 
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Go back  
into the… 
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Consider two e-resources 

Have you used them? How? 

How could you use them for writing? 

http://www.zimmertwins.com/ http://www.voki.com/ 
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Screenshot of www.zimmertwins.com 
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Screenshot of www.voki.com/ 

 



 

Practical Demo 1  

 

Hello Kitty  

 

– a little news article 
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1 Text-type: news article 

2 Function: to reveal an interesting fact  

3 Features of writing:  
Descriptive language for the person / character focused on 
Descriptive / emphatic language: e.g. ‘surprising’, ‘amazing’ 
Cohesive devices for contrasting items 
Narrative sections for how information was discovered; sources 
A resolving closing paragraph to show a resolution and moving on with life 

 

Basics about the lesson 
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Great website, great story,  

great graphics…  

Dogonews.com 

Shorten it…? 

Reduce 

complexity…? 



What did we do again? 
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1  Non-tech stage to read 

and order the text 
Texts are 

staged and 

sequenced 

2 Tech stage using Voki 

to listen and check order 

Listening can 

help with 

chunking and 

emphasis 
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3  Tech stage using 

Zimmertwins and paper / 

coloured pencils to 

highlight key phrases 

To notice topic 

sentence 

progression, 

key text-type 

language 

4 Non-tech checking 

and concept development 

stage To check and 

extend what’s 

been noticed & 

understood 



Roles 
The  

ideas & 

pictures 

person 

The  

first sentence 

person 

The 

headline 

person 

 
The  

editor  

(person who checks) 
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Listen to each 

other and  
use English 

Take turns  

and help each 

other 

Take care of the 

iPad/laptop 

- no pushing or pulling 

 
Do your  

very best  
work 

 

Golden 

Rules 



 

Practical Demo 2  

 

Soundtrack it 
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1 Text-type: narrative - complication 

2 Function: to develop atmosphere & tension 

3 Features of writing:  
Descriptive language for setting and context 
Descriptive language for physical movement to location 
Introduction of key objects or elements of plot 
Action around a complication – development of mood 
Action around a resolution / ending / outcome 

 

Basics about the lesson 
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Or make your own! 

You want to get some chocolate cake from the fridge but  
you find a cockroach in there. 

You are trying to rescue a friend from a mountain but  
it goes wrong. 

You dropped some money down a drain* in the street and  
you are trying to get it. 

* A drain (like ‘rain’) – where rainwater goes in the street. 
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